Recent studies on productivity have shown that native speakers' phonological knowledge not only includes statistical patterns in the lexicon, but also patterns that cannot be gleaned from the lexicon. This is demonstrated in speakers' analytical bias towards abstract phonological representations (Davidson, 2005) , single-feature dependency (Moreton, 2008) , perceptually motivated phonological scales (Zuraw, 2007) , as well as their difficulties with exceptionless opaque patterns in wug tests (Zhang and Lai, 2008) . Based on the results of a wug-test, we show in this paper that the opaque tone sandhi pattern in Taiwanese reduplication is a case in which the speakers' knowledge is a combination of more than, less than, and exactly what their lexicon informs them of: the phonetic effects of the sandhis are overlearned, the opaque tone sandhis are underlearned, and the lexical statistics are properly learned. We further argue that a substantively biased Maximum Entropy grammar that encodes learning biases against lexical listing and phonetically unmotivated patterns can model the simultaneous underlearning, overlearning, and proper learning of the lexical patterns by Taiwanese speakers.
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patterning and should be complemented by corpus-external evidence gleaned from non-traditional sources. These sourceslanguage games, speech errors, loanwords, and phonetic and psycholinguistic experimentation -demonstrate that the theories of phonology based on elicited data have psychological reality. Crucially, recent studies have shown that speakers' phonological knowledge does not always match the lexical patterns. There are areas in which speakers seem to know more than the lexicon. For instance, Davidson (2005) showed that English speakers were not equally accurate in the production of non-native wordinitial clusters: their accuracy rate did not correlate with the lexical frequency of these clusters in other positions, but could be accounted for if the speakers made stochastic phonotactic generalizations over abstract phonological representations. Zuraw (2007) , in both a corpus study on loans and a web-based survey on novel words, demonstrated that Tagalog speakers possess knowledge of the splittability of word-initial consonant clusters that is not present in the lexicon, but that can be projected from perceptual knowledge, and they can apply the knowledge to infixation in stems with novel initial clusters. Moreton (2008) showed that English speakers can learn a height-height dependency in vowels better than a height-voicing dependency despite the facts that neither dependency is attested in English and that the two dependencies have comparable phonetic precurors, and he attributed the difference to the speakers' analytical bias in favor of single-feature dependencies. These cases present a ''poverty of the stimulus'' argument for the grammatical treatment of speakers' abstract phonological and phonetic knowledge. Speakers sometimes also seem to know less than the lexical patterns. For example, Albright and Hayes (2006) argued that accidentally true generalizations in Navajo Sibilant Harmony are unproductive and propose a learning algorithm that prevents such generalizations from being encoded as high-ranking constraints in the grammar. Hayes et al. (2009b) showed that although Hungarian speakers form statistical generalizations of vowel harmony over the lexicon regardless of the naturalness condition of the harmony pattern (whether the harmony is backed by UG principles), unnatural harmony may be underlearned. More striking unproductive cases are found in languages with opaque phonological patterns. Sanders (2001) demonstrated that Polish speakers do not extend the counterbleeding interaction between o-Raising and Final Devoicing in nominative singular nouns to novel words in a wug-test, even though there are many items in the Polish lexicon that illustrate this pattern. The opaque Taiwanese ''tone circle'' (see more details in Section 2) has also been shown repeatedly to be largely unproductive in wug tests despite its exceptionlessness in the language itself (Hsieh, 1970 (Hsieh, , 1975 (Hsieh, , 1976 Wang, 1993; Zhang et al., 2006 Zhang et al., , 2009a Zhang and Lai, 2008) .
The goal of this paper is twofold. Based on the results of a wug-test, we first show that the tone sandhi pattern in Taiwanese reduplication is a case in which the speakers' knowledge is a combination of more than, less than, and exactly what their lexicon informs them of. Regarding the opaque sandhi patterns, the speakers know less than the lexicon, and the exceptionless pattern in the lexicon is only partially productive in novel words. The speakers also know more than the lexicon, as there are indications from the wug-test that they disprefer a tone sandhi that changes a shorter tone to a longer tone (51 ! 55) on nonfinal syllables. They could not have deduced this from lexical statistics, but could have deduced it from phonetics, since nonfinal syllables are phonetically shorter than final syllables due to the lack of final lengthening. Finally, transparent phonotactic generalizations such as ''the rising tone 24 cannot occur on nonfinal syllables'' are learned precisely from the lexicon and can be applied productively to novel words, and certain lexical frequency effects on tones also affect the speakers' wug-test behavior.
Secondly, we argue that a substantively biased Maximum Entropy (Maxent) grammar (Wilson, 2006 ) that encodes learning biases against lexical listing constraints à la the dual listing/generation theory of Zuraw (2000) 1 and phonetically unmotivated patterns can model the simultaneous underlearning, overlearning, and proper learning of the lexical patterns by Taiwanese speakers. With properly set parameters, the learner can learn a grammar that predicts the attested wug-test behavior when the learning input only consists of real disyllabic Taiwanese words with or without reduplication with the appropriate lexical frequencies.
Tonal patterns in Taiwanese reduplication

Taiwanese tone sandhi
Tone sandhi refers to tonal alternations conditioned by adjacent tones or the prosodic or morpho-syntactic position in which the tone occurs (Chen, 2000, among others) . Taiwanese tone sandhi is typical of Southern Min dialects of Chinese in that it is positionally conditioned and the sandhi patterns are characterized by circular opacity 2 : tones in non-XP-final positions undergo sandhi, and four out of the five tones in the tonal inventory are involved in a circular chain shift, as in (1); the XP-final syllable preserves its tone (Chen, 1987; Hsiao, 1991; Lin, 1994) . 3 , 4 ''XP-final'' and ''non-XP-final'' are sometimes abbreviated to ''final'' and ''nonfinal'' in the rest of the paper. As stated above, this ''tone circle'' pattern has been shown by earlier works to be generally unproductive when speakers were wug-tested with novel words (Hsieh, 1970 (Hsieh, , 1975 (Hsieh, , 1976 Wang, 1993; Zhang et al., 2006 Zhang et al., , 2009a Zhang and Lai, 2008) , and this result is in line with other experimental works (e.g., Sanders, 2001; Sumner, 2003) that have demonstrated the lack of productivity of opaque phonological patterns. The sandhi 24 ! 33, though still opaque in terms of the sandhi tone, is phonotactically transparent, as the ban on the rising tone 24 in nonfinal positions is a true generalization in Taiwanese. Wang (1993) , Zhang et al. (2006 Zhang et al. ( , 2009a , and Zhang and Lai (2008) have shown that although Taiwanese speakers do not always give the expected sandhi tone 33 in novel words due to the opacity of the structural change, they are quite consistent in abiding by the phonotactic generalization that a rising tone cannot occur nonfinally.
(1) Taiwanese tone sandhi in nonfinal positions:
Taiwanese reduplication
Reduplication is a productive morphological process in Taiwanese. The meaning of reduplication, depending on the part of speech being reduplicated, includes intensification, tentativeness, repetition, and continuity (Wu, 1996:27-29) . The object of study in this paper is the single reduplication of monosyllabic adjectives, which diminishes the intensity of the adjective. This reduplication is exemplified in (2) (from Chung, 1996:129) . As we can see in (2), the tonal pattern of this reduplication follows the general tone sandhi pattern-the initial reduplicated syllable undergoes tone sandhi according to (1).
(2)
Taiwanese monosyllabic adjective reduplication:
Monosyllabic adjective Single reduplication 'somewhat adj.' Gloss
There are many possible theoretical treatments for this reduplication. We may treat the reduplicant as an abstract input morpheme RED and let the phonological grammar compute the output representation of RED, à la McCarthy and Prince's ( , 1995 Prince's ( , 1999 Yip's (1998) approach whereby the reduplication is treated as compounding that results from a highly ranked REPEAT constraint, is also viable. For concreteness sake, we assume McCarthy and Prince's Prosodic Morphology and treat the final syllable as the base and the nonfinal syllable as the reduplicant in the output. The different sandhi processes exhibited by this reduplication differ in two parameters. First, as discussed in Section 2.1, the sandhis in the tone circle are entirely opaque, while the 24 ! 33 sandhi is phonotactically transparent. Second, within the opaque tone circle, the sandhis have different phonetic bases that relate to the duration of the tones. Studies by Lin (1988) and Peng (1997) have shown that the two falling tones 51 and 21 have considerably shorter intrinsic durations than 55, 33, and 24 in Taiwanese.
5 Given that the sandhi occurs on nonfinal syllables, which are known to be shorter than final phonetic. We take these durational differences to be specific properties of Taiwanese tones, not universal properties of tones in general. The ''phonology'' vs. ''phonetics'' question, however, is not so easy to answer. Together with the even shorter duration of tones on checked syllables, these durational properties of the tones are predictable from tonal and segmental contexts and are thus clearly not contrastive. One may wish to consider these effects ''phonetic,'' especially given the three levels of duration that must otherwise be encoded in phonology. But these durational effects have considerable effects on phonological behavior: the shorter duration on checked syllables induces a reduction of the tonal inventory, and as we will see later in the paper, the durational difference between 51, 21 and 55, 33, 24 influences the productivity of the tone sandhi patterns. This goes to the heart of the phoneticsphonology distinction debate. See Blevins (2004) , Boersma (1998 ), Flemming (2001 , Hansson (2008) , Hayes and Steriade (2004) , Hyman (2001) , Ohala (1997) , Steriade (2008) , among many others, on different positions regarding this issue and Zhang (2002) on how the issue applies to tone.
syllables due to the lack of final lengthening (Oller, 1973; Klatt, 1975; Wightman et al., 1992, among others) , the 33 ! 21 sandhi has a durational basis, as it is duration-reducing; the 51 ! 55 sandhi is a durationally disadvantaged change, as it is duration-increasing; the other two sandhis are durationally neutral. Due to the differences in these two parameters, we expect that the speakers' knowledge of the sandhi patterns may exhibit both underlearning and overlearning from the lexicon: the opaque patterns may be underlearned despite their exceptionlessness in the lexicon as compared to the transparent sandhi, but the durational properties of the sandhis may cause an overlearning effect in that the productivity of sandhis with a stronger phonetic basis may be higher. Both of these effects have been shown in Zhang et al. (2006 Zhang et al. ( , 2009a and Zhang and Lai (2008) . The relevance of the durational argument requires further clarification. Zhang (2002) provides a crosslinguistic survey that establishes the advantage afforded by prosodic-final positions for contour tone bearing. It should be recognized, however, that the sandhi domain in Taiwanese is not a prosodic domain, but a syntactic domain (Chen, 1987; Lin, 1994 ; see footnote 4). Chen (1987) specifically provides examples that show that the boundaries of the sandhi domains do not coincide with intonational phrase boundaries. This begs the question whether final lengthening can in fact be used to motivate the sandhis phonetically. However, unlike non-XP-final syllables, syllables that occur XP-finally have more opportunities to appear before a large prosodic boundary. Therefore, the average duration of an XP-final syllable in connected discourse will be greater than the same syllable in non-XP-final positions. Myers and Tsay (2008) , for example, showed that the duration of a base tone in XP-final position is significantly longer than the duration of a sandhi tone in non-XP-final position even though the two syllables under comparison both appear medially in two sentences that are matched for the number of syllables and segmental contexts. A similar point was made by Zhang (2009) to argue for the positive effect of word-final position on contour tone licensing despite its limited degree of lengthening as compared to phrase-final syllables.
Therefore, the tonal patterns of Taiwanese reduplication is an excellent test case for the interaction among the effects of lexical and non-lexical factors on phonological productivity, which we take to be a more accurate reflection of the phonological grammar than the corpus-internal evidence gleaned from the patterns in the language itself. Provided that such interaction can be demonstrated, it will also provide us with a novel case -one in which underlearning from the lexicon due to opacity coexists with overlearning and proper learning -to test both Zuraw's (2000) theory of patterned exceptionality and Wilson's (2006) substantively biased Maxent grammatical model. The productivity of reduplication as a morphological process also makes it a particularly easy grammatical configuration with which to wug-test speakers. Provided that the speakers can interpret the wug stimuli as real adjectives in Taiwanese, they are expected to be able to reduplicate the stimuli to form adjectives of a lesser degree.
The next section lays out the details of a wug-test on the tone sandhi patterns in Taiwanese reduplication that aims to investigate the factors that affect their productivity. Section 4, then, proceeds to model the speakers' learning process that predicts the observed productivity using a Maxent model that encodes both dual listing/generation of Zuraw (2000) and substantive biases of Wilson (2006) . Section 5 provides a general discussion of open questions raised by our analysis. Section 6 evaluates alternative analyses. Section 7 concludes the paper.
A wug-test
Experimental methods
Stimuli construction
The design of our experiment followed the wug-test paradigm pioneered by Berko (1958) and later widely used by researchers to test the productivity of regular and irregular morphological rules (e.g., Bybee and Pardo, 1981; Albright, 2002; Albright and Hayes, 2003) and morphophonological alternations (e.g., Hsieh, 1970 Hsieh, , 1975 Hsieh, , 1976 Wang, 1993; Zuraw, 2000 Zuraw, , 2007 Albright et al., 2001; Hayes and Londe, 2006; Pierrehumbert, 2006) . For our experiment, we asked native Taiwanese speakers to first listen to monosyllabic words through headphones, and then produce their reduplication forms.
Three types of monosyllabic words were used in the experiment: real words with Actual Occurring reduplication (AO), real words with no Actual Occurring reduplication (*AO), and Accidental Gap words (AG), which have a legal segmental composition and a legal tone in Taiwanese, but an accidentally non-existing segmental-tone combination in the Taiwanese syllabary.
6 For each type of word, all five tones that can appear on open and sonorant-closed syllables (21, 51, 55, 33, 24) were used, and eight different words were selected for each Word Type Â Tone combination. This made a total of 120 test words. To facilitate the identification and measurement of the tone on the rhyme portion of the syllable, the onset of each of the test syllable was selected to be an obstruent. No other segmental or frequency controls were made in the stimuli construction. A sample of the word list is shown in (3), and the full word list is given in Appendix A. The word list was recorded by the second author, who is a phonetically trained native Taiwanese speaker.
Sample word list for the wug-test experiment:
3.1.2. Experimental set-up and data analyses The experiment was conducted with SuperLab (Cedrus). Through a headphone, each subject first heard an instruction in Taiwanese, which explained in layperson's terms and through examples that Taiwanese can mark the lesser intensity of an adjective by reduplication, and their task was to form the diminutive forms of the words they would hear from the headphone. They were also told that some of the words were not real words in Taiwanese, but they should form the diminutive forms just like they would for real words. During the test, the 120 stimuli were presented in randomized order to each subject, and after each monosyllabic stimulus, the subject produced the reduplicated form. The subjects' responses were recorded by a Marantz solid state recorder PMD 671 at 16 bits and a 44.1 kHz sampling rate.
Subjects
Our data were collected during two field trips to Taiwan by the second author in the summers of 2006 and 2007. The field site in 2006 was Chiayi, where the second author recruited ten speakers and conducted the experiment in the Phonetics Laboratory in the Institute of Linguistics at National Chung Cheng University. The field site in 2007 was a town named Paihe near Tainan, where the second author recruited four speakers and conducted the experiment in a quiet room. Two of the speakers in Chiayi did not understand the instructions and simply repeated each monosyllabic stimulus twice in two separate phrases with a large silent interval between the two syllables. These two speakers' data were not used in subsequent data analyses. Among the twelve speakers whose data we did analyze, two were male, ten were female, and they had an average age of 50.75 at the time of the experiment.
Data analyses
Due to the structure-preserving nature of Taiwanese tone sandhi (Tsay and Myers, 2001; Tsay et al., 1999; Myers and Tsay, 2008) , the tonal responses to the experimental stimuli were transcribed in Chao letters by the three authors of the paper-one native Taiwanese speaker, one native Mandarin speaker, and one native American English speaker with phonetic training. The first two authors participated in the transcription for all subjects; the third author only transcribed the first set of subjects from Chiayi. The agreement based on first-time auditory impression among the authors was high-around 95%. With help from pitch tracks in Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2005) , we agreed on virtually all tokens. For the handful of tokens on which we did not reach an agreement, we took the native Taiwanese author's judgment.
Due to our error in setting up the SuperLab experiment, one word each for the tones 21, 24, and 33 for the *AO group could not be used for analysis. We excluded these tokens for all subjects in subsequent statistical analyses.
Hypotheses
The hypotheses for the experiment are as follows. First, the subjects' correct response rates 7 for the sandhi patterns should be low for novel reduplications (real words without actual occurring reduplication (*AO) and accidental gaps (AG)) due to the opacity in the pattern, indicating underlearning from the lexicon. Second, among the opaque sandhis, the durational property of the sandhi may have an effect on its productivity, such that a duration-increasing sandhi is less productive than a duration-reducing sandhi, indicating overlearning from the lexicon.
Third, for the phonotactically transparent sandhi 24 ! 33, although the speakers might not always provide the correct sandhi tone 33 due to the output opacity, they should avoid a surface 24 on the initial syllable of the reduplicated form.
7 ''Correct response'' here simply means that the subject's response agrees with the tone sandhi pattern laid out in (1). It is merely a convenient way to refer to the sandhi tones in the regular pattern in the Taiwanese lexicon, not a judgment on the ''correctness'' of the subject's sandhi application. Our goal is to provide a model that accounts for the subjects' sandhi behavior in the wug test without any judgment on whether their behavior is ''correct'' or not.
Fourth, lexical frequencies of both the individual tones and tonal melodies associated with reduplication may also affect productivity, in that more frequent tones or tonal melodies are more productive. Frequency information on base tones collected from a spoken Taiwanese corpus that includes 355,790 word tokens (Tsay and Myers, 2005) is summarized in (4). In (4), the syllable type frequency of a tone refers to the number of different syllables in the Taiwanese syllabary that can carry the tone; the morpheme type frequency refers to the number of different monosyllabic morphemes that can carry the tone; and the token frequency is the number of occurrences of the tone in the entire corpus. Frequency information on the five tonal melodies attested in reduplication is given in (5), based on 5630 tokens of reduplication representing 163 types in the corpus. It is crucial to note that none of these frequency scales correlates with the duration nature of the sandhi; i.e., it is not the case that a more frequent tone undergoes a durationally more advantageous sandhi.
The last two hypotheses are based on proper learning from the lexicon. 
Results
The response rates for correct sandhi patterns are given in (6). The subjects have answered with the correct sandhi tone on the first syllable and kept the base tone on the second syllable unchanged in these cases. In (6) and following graphs, AO stands for existing Taiwanese syllables with actual occurring reduplications, *AO stands for existing Taiwanese syllables without actual occurring reduplications, and AG stands for accidental gaps in the Taiwanese syllabary. A Two-Way HuynhFeldt Repeated-Measures ANOVA was conducted for Word Type (AO, *AO, AG) and Tone (21, 51, 55, 33, 24) , and it indicated that the effect of Word Type is significant (F(2.000, 22.000) = 70.481, p < 0.001), so is the effect of Tone (F(3.109, 34.202) = 15.132, p < 0.001). The interaction between Word Type and Tone is also significant (F(8.000, 88.000) = 9.230, p < 0.001). Bonferroni post hoc tests indicated that the subjects performed the sandhis significantly less accurately (i.e., according to the pattern in (1)) for novel words AG than AO (p < 0.001) and *AO (p < 0.001), but there is no significant difference between AO and *AO (p > 0.05). Post hoc tests also showed that 55 ! 33 and 24 ! 33 have higher correct response rates than all other sandhis respectively (all p < 0.05), but there are no differences between 55 ! 33 and 24 ! 33 (p > 0.05), or among the other sandhis (all at p > 0.05). (6) Correct response rates for sandhi patterns:
Among the responses that did not conform to the sandhi patterns in (1), two types of responses constitute the vast majority: (a) Non-application: the sandhi simply did not apply on the first syllable, i.e., the first syllable kept the base tone, and the second syllable also kept the base tone. (b) Template matching: the first syllable kept the base tone, but the second syllable underwent sandhi to result in an attested disyllabic melody for reduplication. For instance, if the monosyllabic stimulus was 51, then a subject's response 51-51 would be an example of (a), and a response 51-21 would be an example of (b), as 51-21 is an attested tone pattern on reduplication, namely, for 21. The table in (7) lists the responses that fall under the ''template matching'' category for all base tones. The non-application rates of the sandhi patterns are given in (8). The effect of Word Type is not significant (F(1.598, 17.574) = 0.996, p > 0.05), nor so is the effect of Tone (F(1.923, 21.156) = 2.808, p > 0.05). The interaction between Word Type and Tone is also not significant (F(7.062, 77.681) = 1.080, p > 0.05). However, we observe two trends in the data: (a) the non-application rate is the greatest in AG words, followed by *AO and then AO; and (b) the durationally-increasing sandhi 51 ! 55 has a higher non-application rate than the phonotactically transparent 24 ! 33 and the durationally motivated 33 ! 21. (8) Non-application rates of sandhi patterns:
The template matching rates for different base tones are given in (9). For base tone 33, responses 33-55 and 33-24 were pooled together. Base tone 24 does not appear in the graph as there is no applicable template for 24. The effect of Word Type is significant (F(2.000, 22.000) = 58.220, p < 0.001), and so is the effect of Tone (F(2.270, 24.967) = 12.707, p < 0.001). The interaction between Word Type and Tone is also significant (F(4.822, 53.047) = 9.602, p < 0.001). Post hoc tests indicated that the template matching rate is significantly higher in AG words than in AO and *AO words (p < 0.001), but there is no difference between AO and *AO (p > 0.05). Post hoc tests also showed that base tone 51 elicited greater template matching responses than 21 (p < 0.05) and 55 (p < 0.01) and base tones 33 and 21 elicited greater template matching responses than 55 (both at p < 0.01). (9) Template matching rates for base tones:
The rates for the three different categories of sandhi responses along with other changes are graphed together for AO, *AO, and AG in the bar-graphs in (10). (10) Summaries for different categories of sandhi application: a.
AO:
b. *AO:
c. AG:
Discussion
Our experimental results are considerably more complex than our hypotheses. But we did find various supports for our hypotheses, as discussed below.
First, although the opaque tone circle is not entirely unproductive in novel reduplications -for *AO and AG words, the correct response rates for sandhi tones in the tone circle in fact range from 20 to 90% -the sandhi productivity is significantly lower in non-existing syllables (AG) than real syllables (AO, *AO). This indicates that there is indeed underlearning from the lexicon when the input-output mapping is opaque.
Second, among the opaque sandhis, the durational property of the sandhi may have had an effect on productivity: the low productivity of 51 ! 55 cannot be due to lexical frequency, as both 55 and 51 as well as the tonal melody 55-51 occur relatively frequently, but could be due to the duration increasing nature of the sandhi. In addition, there is a trend for base 51 to have both a greater non-application rate and a greater template matching rate, possibly due to a combined result of preferring the short 51 and dispreferring the sandhi that changes the shorter 51 into the longer 55 in nonfinal position. These are instances of overlearning from the lexicon.
Comparing the two sandhis with the opposite durational effect-the duration-increasing 51 ! 55 and the duration-reducing 33 ! 21, we can see that the durational effect is asymmetrical: a sandhi that introduces additional duration, and hence additional markedness violation, is clearly disfavored, as evidenced by the low productivity of 51 ! 55, but a sandhi that reduces duration, and hence reduces markedness violations, is only afforded marginal advantage, as suggested by the equally low productivity of 33 ! 21. The low productivity of 33 ! 21 is interpreted as resulting from its low type frequency, as discussed below. This asymmetrical effect is a gradient version of the ''grandfather effect'' à la
McCarthy (2002), where a marked structure is permitted when it is originally in the input, but banned if it is derived in the output. 8 Third, the phonotactic generalization that no rising tone can appear on nonfinal syllables is generally productive even in wug words. The sandhi 24 ! 33 applied significantly more accurately than other sandhis except for 55 ! 33, and its nonapplication rate shows a trend of being lower than all other sandhis except for 33 ! 21, which has a durational advantage. Moreover, given that there is no template matching response for base 24, the rate by which it changes into another tone in nonfinal position reaches 95.7%, which is considerably higher than that for any other base tone, which ranges from 55.4% (base 51) to 92.5% (base 55).
Lastly, we found some support for the relevance of lexical frequencies to productivity. The low productivity associated with 33 ! 21 cannot be due to phonetic duration, as the sandhi is duration-reducing, but could potentially be related to the low lexical frequencies of the base tone 33 and the reduplicative melody 21-33. The higher rate of the 55 ! 33 application also cannot be accounted for by the duration property of the tones, as 55 and 33 have comparable intrinsic duration, but may be due to the high lexical frequencies of the base tone 55. The frequency effects here are particularly well matched with the syllable type frequencies of lexical tones (4) and the type frequencies of disyllabic tonal melodies in reduplication (5), as for both frequency counts, 55 ! 33 is the highest, and 33 ! 21 is the lowest. Therefore, we contend that the results from our wug-test experiment show that the tone pattern of Taiwanese reduplication indeed represents a case in which under-, over-, and proper learning from the lexicon coexist. In the next section, we turn to the task of modeling the speakers' learning of the sandhi patterns in order to predict their variable behavior in the wug-test.
A theoretical model of the speakers' wug-test behavior
Our theoretical model of the speakers' behavior is faced with the following challenges. First, it must be able to account for both the highly productive tone sandhi behavior in the Taiwanese lexicon and the variable tone sandhi behavior in wug words (underlearning). Second, it should be able to model the durational effect on productivity (overlearning). And finally, it needs to ensure that transparent and exceptionless generalizations are highly productive and lexical statistics can have its effect felt in the wug-test (proper learning).
The Maximum Entropy (Maxent) model
The Maxent model of phonological grammar (Goldwater and Johnson, 2003; Wilson, 2006; Jäger, 2007; Hayes and Wilson, 2008 ) is equipped to handle the challenges laid out above. As a variant of Optimality Theory, it is inspired by conditional random fields in information theory (Della Pietra et al., 1997; Lafferty et al., 2001 ) and closely related to Harmonic Grammar of Smolensky (1986) and Smolensky and Legendre (2006) .
In lieu of ranking the constraints on a linear scale, the Maxent model assumes that each constraint C i has a weight of w i . For a candidate y of a given input x, if C i (y ˈ x) is the number of times y violates the constraint C i , then the Harmonic Score of y given x is defined as e to the negative power of the weighted sum of the numbers of violations of all constraints, as shown in (11).
(11)
HðyjxÞ ¼ expðÀ
Given the Harmonic Score of y, the probability of y as the output to x is then the proportion of its Harmonic Score to the sum of all Harmonic Scores of x's candidates, as shown in (12). The probability distribution of all candidates defined as such maximizes the entropy of the distribution (13)-a concept commonly used in information theory.
(12) pðyjxÞ ¼ HðyjxÞ P y 2 V HðyjxÞ , V is the set of candidates for x.
(13) Entro pyð pðyjxÞÞ ¼ P y 2 V pðyjxÞlog 1 pðyjxÞ , V is the set of candidates for x.
Given the constraint set, learning in a Maxent model from a set of training data D composed of input-output pairs is to determine the constraint weights that maximize the log probability of D, which equals to the log of the product of the probabilities of all input-output pairs in D, as in (14). (14) logð
To prevent overfitting the training data, each weight is sometimes considered to be associated with a regularizing Gaussian prior (Johnson et al., 1999; Martin et al., 1999; Chen and Rosenfeld, 2000) . The prior specifies m as the default weight for a constraint, and s 2 as the determinant of how severe the penalty is if the weight deviates from the default-the smaller the s 2 , the greater the penalty. Learning, then, is to find the constraint weights that maximize the function combining log(p(D)) and the penalty, as shown in (15). Crucially, learning biases can be encoded as different s 2 s for different constraints, as we will see in Section 4.4.
The dual listing/generation model
We will also base our theory on the dual listing/generation model of Zuraw (2000) . This model assumes that existing forms are lexically listed and are protected by highly-ranked faithfulness constraints, but lower and stochastically-ranked constraints can encode both patterns of lexical statistics and phonetically-based generalizations. Transparent patterns in the lexicon can be derived through highly-ranked markedness constraints as well as lexical listing, and these high-ranking markedness constraints will also ensure that the patterns are productive in novel words. Opaque patterns, however, cannot be derived by high-ranking markedness constraints and rely on lexical listing. Speakers do make certain generalizations about the opaque input-output mappings and encode them as constraints. But these constraints are ranked relatively low in the grammar, preventing the patterns from being completely productive in novel words. In Maxent terms, the ranking values of constraints are expressed as weights, but the intuitions that grammatical patterns are derived from both lexical listing constraints and the interaction between markedness and faithfulness, and that opaque generalizations can be encoded as input-output listing constraints with low weights, are similar.
Constraints 4.3.1. Constraints governing reduplication
Let us now consider the inventory of relevant constraints for our grammatical model. A correspondence constraint that requires the tonal identity between the base and the reduplicant, as defined in (16), is plainly relevant. (16) IDENT-BR(Tone): The tones of the base and the corresponding reduplicant must be identical.
Assuming the Basic Model of reduplicative correspondence in McCarthy and Prince (1995) , we also need an input-output mapping constraint regarding tone-IDENT-IO(Tone), as defined in (17). (17) IDENT-IO(Tone): The tones of the input and the base must be identical.
In our discussion of the lexical patterns of reduplication, we assumed the theory of Prosodic Morphology (McCarthy and Prince, 1993 , 1995 , 1999 and argued that the reduplicant is to the left of the base due to the partially neutralizing tone sandhi that applies in nonfinal position. This indicates the relevance of a constraint that forces the reduplicant to be a prefix-ALIGN(RED, L, WORD, L), as defined in (18a). But the abundance of template matching cases in the wug-test shows that it is also likely that the speakers have treated the initial syllable as the base and the final syllable as the reduplicant. This means that the constraint that forces the reduplicant to be a suffix -ALIGN(RED, R, WORD, R), as defined in (18b) -may also be relevant, even though it shows no effect in the lexicon.
The left edge of the reduplicant must be aligned with the left edge of the word.
b. ALIGN(RED, R, WORD, R) (abbr. ALIGN-R): The right edge of the reduplicant must be aligned with the right edge of the word.
USELISTED constraints
With the assumption that speakers are able to use real words with existing reduplications correctly in real life, but do not always use the correct sandhi patterns in *AO and AG words as the experimental results indicate, the theory needs to encode three different levels of listedness: the listedness of reduplicated forms for real words with existing reduplications, the listedness of the allomorphic relation between final syllables and their corresponding nonfinal syllables for existing syllables (e.g., Final pa55 ! Nonfinal pa33), and the listedness of the allomorphic relationship between final tones and nonfinal tones independent of segmental contexts (e.g., Final 55 ! Nonfinal 33). The first level of listedness will account for the speakers' correct usage of existing reduplications. The second level will account for the fact that the sandhis apply more productively in real words without real reduplications (*AO) than wug words (AG) in the experiment, but is also partially responsible for the behavior of AO words in the experiment since an existing syllable for which the speaker did not find a listed reduplicated form, even though such a form exist, is equivalent to a *AO syllable. The third level of listedness accounts for the moderate degree of productivity of tone sandhis in AG words; without the listedness of the allomorphic relationship between final and nonfinal tones independent of segmental contexts, the opaque sandhis would be completely unproductive in AG words.
Therefore, for an existing syllable with an existing reduplications like /pa51/, its reduplication /RED, pa51/ has a listed lexical entry /pa55-pa51/, and the syllable itself also has a listed non-XP-final allomorph /pa55/. An existing syllable without reduplication such as /te21/ has a listed non-XP-final allomorph /te51/, but no listed reduplication if the wug-test calls for the production of /RED, te21/. Each tone in the tonal inventory of Taiwanese also has a listed non-XP-final tonal allomorph; for example, /55/has a listed allomorph/33/to be used in non-XP-final positions.
To implement the three different types of listedness in the grammar, we define three classes of USELISTED constraints as in (19). The constraints in (19a) require that real words with existing reduplications use the listed reduplicative forms; the constraints in (19b) require an existing syllable to use its listed allomorph in non-XP-final positions; and the constraints in (19c) require appropriate tonal allomorphs to be used for existing tones in non-XP-final positions regardless of the segmental contents. The tableaux in (20) illustrate how these USELISTED constraints are evaluated against hypothetical inputs and candidates. If the input syllable is an existing word with an existing reduplication (AO: /s21/), then it has a listed reduplicative form (/s51-s21/), a listed non-XP-final allomorph (/s51/), and the tone /21/ has a listed non-XP-final allomorph /51/. When the listed reduplication is used, none of the USELISTED constraints is violated; but when the nonfinal syllable maintains the base tone, for example, all three USELISTED constraints are violated. When anything other than the listed reduplication is used, USELISTED(s51-s21) is always violated. In addition, when the final syllable is used as the base, and the nonfinal reduplicant simply copies the base tone -[s21-s21] (R-B), it violates both USELISTED(s21) and USELISTED(21) as the correct allomorph for the final /21/ is not used in the nonfinal position. When the nonfinal syllable is used as the base, and the final reduplicant simply copies the base tone [s21-s21] (B-R), it likewise violates both USELISTED(s21) and USELISTED(21) for the same reason. As the correct allomorph for the base /21/ is not used in the final position. However, if the nonfinal syllable is used as the base, and the final reduplicant has a 33 syllable that allomorphically corresponds to the nonfinal 21 syllable -[s21-s33] (B-R), then no other USELISTED constraint is violated.
If the input syllable is an existing word without an existing reduplication (*AO: /s21/), then it lacks a listed disyllabic reduplication. Therefore, USELISTED(s51-s21) is vacuously satisfied by all candidates. Otherwise, the constraint evaluations for the four candidates are identical to those for the AO input.
Finally, if the input is a novel syllable, then it has neither a listed disyllabic reduplication nor a syllable-based allomorph. Thus, USELISTED(s51-s21), USELISTED(s21), and USELISTED(s33) are all vacuously satisfied. However, the USELISTED constraints that govern tonal allomorphs abstracted away from segmental contexts are still relevant: USELISTED (21) The USELISTED constraints used here are different from USELISTED in Zuraw (2000) in the following respects. First, Zuraw only uses USELISTED for morphologically complex forms, not for allomorphs. Second, Zuraw assumes that each candidate is an (20) The evaluation of USELISTED constraints:
input-output pairing, and her USELISTED constraint is defined as ''The input portion of a candidate must be a single lexical entry.'' (p. 50) We have adopted a simpler assumption: the candidate that is identical in form to the listed reduplication is necessarily derived from the listed form. Third, Zuraw uses only one USELISTED constraint, and encodes the strength of a lexical entry by a listedness value of 0-1 that is determined by the entry's lexical frequency. The listedness value reflects the availability of the lexical entry in the derivation of the output. We, on the other hand, have adopted a family of USELISTED constraints, one for each sandhi pattern, and the strength of each USELISTED constraint, reflected in its weight, is also determined by the lexical frequency of the pattern.
As an anonymous reviewer pointed out, our three levels of USELISTED constraints have a fair amount of duplication. A lexicalized disyllable, whether reduplicated or not, will be subjected to three different USELISTED constraints, as shown in the first tableau in (20). But we hasten to point out that the duplication is motivated by data: there are potentially three different levels of productivity for AO, *AO, and AG from real Taiwanese data and our experimental result, and we have aimed to capture these different levels using a unified grammatical model. Without any of the three types of USELISTED constraints, we are bound to lose an empirical distinction that speakers make.
A phonotactic constraint
The grammar also needs a markedness constraint *24-NONFINAL as in (21). It expresses a true phonotactic generalization in Taiwanese.
(21) *24-NONFINAL: Tone 24 cannot occur on non-XP-final syllables.
Learning biases as s 2 values
Wilson (2006) For each type of USELISTED constraints (disyllabic words, monosyllabic allomorphs, tonal allomorphs), we posit B Listed to be 10 to the negative power of a logistic function, in which x represents the number of morphemes that the type of USELISTED constraints covers on average, as in (22a). As estimated from Tsay and Myers's corpus, the average number of monosyllabic homophones is 2.1, and the average number of morphemes that a lexical tone may denote is 585.4. These values represent the x values for the USELISTED constraints for monosyllabic allomorphs and tonal allomorphs, respectively. The x value for the USELISTED constraints for disyllabic words is naturally 1. We can then calculate the B Listed values for these constraints accordingly, as in (22b). The intuition behind this bias coefficient is that if USELISTED is the learner's strategy to cope with exceptional patterns that cannot be captured by regular means, such as the MARKEDNESS » FAITHFULNESS ranking, then the learner is first of all cautious about positing exceptions, expressed in the model by assigning USELISTED constraints greater penalties than other constraints (B Listed < 0 for all USELISTED constraints) if they deviate from the default ranking of 0; secondly, the learner is unwilling to treat massive amounts of data as exceptions, expressed in the model as greater penalties for USELISTED constraints that cover a greater number of morphemes, i.e., make generalizations. The B Duration coefficient expresses a substantive bias à la Wilson (2006) . It is in the form of a logistic function as in (23a), in which x represents the percentage of duration increase from the base tone to the sandhi tone. We base our duration data on Lin's (1988) The B Duration coefficient has the following properties: (a) When there is no duration change between the base and sandhi tones, it has a value of 1, indicating no learning bias. (b) When there is a duration increase from the base tone to the sandhi tone, it has a value of less than 1, indicating a bias against the promotion of the corresponding USELISTED constraints to higher weights. (c) When there is a duration decrease from the base tone to the sandhi tone, it has a value of greater than 1, indicating encouragement of the promotion of the corresponding USEDLISTED constraints to higher weights. (d) The magnitude of the learning bias against duration increase is considerably greater than the magnitude of the bias in favor of duration decrease. For instance, a 65% duration increase (51 ! 55) reduces B Duration by around 90%, but a 45% duration reduction only increases B Duration by around 10%. This echoes the Comparative Markedness solution to the ''grandfather effect'' by treating derived markedness as less costly than markedness in the input (McCarthy, 2002 
Modeling the speakers
We turn to the modeling of the speakers' learning of the tone sandhi pattern in Taiwanese in this section. The goal is to feed the learner a representative of the Taiwanese lexicon, and the learner will consequently output a grammar that closely correlates to the speakers' wug-test behavior.
Our modeling was conducted with Maxent Grammar Tool-a Java program that simulates Maxent grammar learning by Hayes et al. (2009a) . The data fed to the learner are real reduplications, real disyllables, and real monosyllables according the syllable type frequency data from Tsay and Myers's corpus. The dataset includes 163 types of reduplications, 1389 types of disyllables, and 1389 types of monosyllables distributed among different base tones as in (25). This is an approximation of a real Taiwanese speaker's learning data. The input to the reduplication of a syllable s with a tone T is /RED, sT/, All tonal combinations in both R-B and B-R were considered as candidates; the complete candidate set for /RED, s21/, for example, includes 50 items-25 possible tonal combinations, each either R-B or B-R, and the winner is [ s51-s21 (R-B) ]. The input to the disyllables puts the base tone in nonfinal position and another syllable following it, e.g., /s21-sx/. The candidates for each input include each possible tone in the tonal inventory in nonfinal position, with the tone of the final position either identical to or different from that of the input; the entire candidate set for /s21-sx/, therefore, is This partially accounts for the fact that the tone sandhi is not 100% productive even in AO words in the experiment. Second, the USELISTED constraints that require an existing syllable to use its listed allomorph in nonfinal position are more highly weighted than the USELISTED constraints that require appropriate tonal allomorphs for existing tones regardless of the segmental content. In particular, for any tone T, USELISTED(sT) has a higher weight than USELISTED(T). This is due to the lower s 2 s imposed on the USELISTED(T) constraints. This property accounts for the higher sandhi productivity in *AO than AG words. Third, within each set of USELISTED constraints, the one that governs base 51 has by far the lowest weight as a result of the considerably lower s 2 imposed on the constraint due to the phonetic disadvantage of 51 ! 55, the one that governs base 55 has the highest weight as a result of its high type frequency, and the one that governs base 33, despite its phonetic advantage, does not have the greatest weight, as the increase in s 2 due to the phonetic advantage is minimal and does not compensate for its low type frequency. Fourth, *24-NONFINAL, as a true phonotactic generalization, has a relatively high weight. Fifth, ALIGN(RED, L, WORD, L) has a considerably higher weight than ALIGN(RED, R, WORD, R), which has a weight of 0, indicating that there is a strong preference for the reduplicant to be a prefix. Given that all data fed to the learner have prefixing reduplication as the winning candidate, this is not surprising. Finally, IDENT-BR(Tone) has a weight of 0. This is because in the candidate sets that we considered, this constraint never ''favored the winner,'' as the winning candidates have either more or the same number of violations of this constraint than any given losing candidates.
The rates of correct response, non-application, and template matching for the sandhi patterns predicted by the grammar in (26) are juxtaposed with the wug-test results in (27), (28), and (29), respectively. The predicted rates for the three different types of sandhi application along with other changes are graphed together for AO, *AO, and AG in bar-graphs and juxtaposed with the wug-test results in (30). (27) Correct response rates for sandhi patterns-grammar prediction vs. wug-test result:
Non-application rates of sandhi patterns-grammar prediction vs. wug-test result:
Template matching rates for base tones-grammar prediction vs. wug-test result: AG:
Let us first comment on the areas that the grammar did well. First of all, it captures the underlearning of the exceptionless sandhi patterns in the lexicon, as shown by the predicted high correct response rates for the sandhis in AO words, slightly lower rates in *AO words, and considerably lower rates in AG words (see (27)); the non-application rates are also predicted to be higher for AG than AO and *AO (see (28)).
Second, the overlearning of the phonetic effect beyond lexical statistics is also predicted by the grammar. In agreement with the wug-test results, it predicts that the duration increasing sandhi 51 ! 55 has the lowest correct response rate and highest non-application rate; moreover, it also predicts the gradient ''grandfather effect'' in that the duration reducing sandhi 33 ! 21 does not show a clear productivity advantage, as the effect of duration reduction in the grammar is not strong enough to compensate for the negative effect of its low lexical frequency.
Third, the grammar predicts that the phonotactic generalization that no rising tone can appear on nonfinal syllables is highly productive. The rate by which the base tone 24 changes into another tone in nonfinal position is predicted to be 99.7%, as compared to those of other base tones, which range from 83.8% (base 33) to 90.1% (base 55).
Lastly, lexical frequency is also predicted to have an effect on productivity in that the most common sandhi pattern 55 ! 33 is predicted to be the most productive despite its lack of durational advantage, and that the low frequency of occurrence of 33 ! 21 is predicted to have a strong enough negative effect to offset the effect of its durational advantage on its productivity.
In sum, our model is able to address all the major challenges that it sets out to model. Using the categories of ''correct response,'' ''non-application,'' ''template matching,'' and ''others,'' we conducted a regression analysis using the wug-test results as the dependent variable and the grammars' predictions as the independent variable. The analysis shows that the two variables are significantly correlated with each other: R 2 = .744, adjusted R Let us now move onto the areas where the grammar did not do so well. The most striking difference between the grammar's predictions and the wug-test results is that the rate of template matching responses are predicted to be low by the grammar. Consequently, the template matching rate differences among different tones in the experiment are generally not captured by the model. The only such difference that the model hints at is the greater rate of template matching rate for 33, due to the fact that there are two different templates (33-55 and 33-24) that fall under this category. The low template matching rates are by and large caused by the zero weight of ALIGN-R. Given that in the data fed to the learner, all reduplications are prefixing, the zero weight of ALIGN-R is unsurprising. The question, then, is why template matching has such a high rate of occurrence in the wug-test result. It is possible that the subjects had a tendency to repeat the monosyllabic stimulus first, and then select a legal disyllabic tonal template for reduplication. The high rate of template matching responses, then, may not be due to the grammar having a hidden preference for suffixing reduplication, but an artifact of the experimental procedure. In our other wug-test studies of Taiwanese tone sandhi such as the formation of disyllabic words (Zhang et al., 2006 (Zhang et al., , 2009a and both single and double reduplications of monosyllabic adjectives (Zhang and Lai, 2008) , cases of template matching were very rare. It is thus likely that this pattern is a side effect of wug-testing this particular type of reduplication and should thus not be ascribed to any grammatical significance.
Another generalization from the wug-test that the grammar fails to capture is the high correct response rate of 24 ! 33. Although the grammar does predict that 24 cannot occur nonfinally, it does not predict that 24 ! 33 has the highest correct response rate as in the wug-test. This is due to the fact that in the Maxent grammar, part of the work of the USELISTED constraints regarding base 24 is shared by *24-NONFINAL; this causes the weights of these USELISTED constraints to be suppressed during the learning process and consequently reduces the correct response rate of 24 ! 33.
An additional problem that may have to do with the nature of the Maxent model is that the rates of the non-dominant variants are generally predicted to be lower than the observed rates. This is not only true in the template matching cases, but also in the non-application cases for AO and *AO. Unlike models of OT with constraint domination, the Maxent model does not in principle rule out candidates that are harmonically bound by other candidates. This means that when the candidate set for an input is large, as is the case for the reduplication forms here, the Maxent model usually predicts a small percentage for each candidate and consequently causes the real variants to have smaller percentages than desired.
We can also see that the predicted differences among different sandhis are generally smaller than the observed differences in the wug-test. The small size of the frequency effect is due to the relatively small differences in syllable type frequencies among different tones, and the Maxent model is not able to amplify such effects. This is particularly obvious in 33 ! 21, whose correct response rate in the wug-test is considerably lower than all other sandhis except the durationally disadvantaged 51 ! 55. But the predicted rate for 33 ! 21, though in the right direction when compared to other sandhis, does not reach a low enough level (see (27)).
Finally, a word of caution is in order with regard to the sandhi responses for AO words. Unlike in the wug-test, in real life the native speakers presumably use the sandhi patterns in (1) with close to 100% accuracy for the reduplications. This indicates that the wug results are likely confounded by the speakers' occasional inability to access the listed reduplication forms during the experiment. The experimental setting may have presented difficulties for *AO and AG words as well, but the wug-test result for *AO and AG words should nonetheless reflect the general patterns of the speakers' knowledge as the experimental difficulty should apply across the board to all tonal patterns in reduplication. Therefore, it is possible that the real grammar of the speakers will predict overall higher correct response rates for all sandhis, but the relative comparisons among different sandhis should be similar to the predictions of our grammar in (26).
These problematic areas aside, our learning model has successfully predicted a number of important generalizations that emerged from the wug-test. The success of the model crucially relies on a number of its properties. The underlearning of exceptionless opaque sandhi patterns in the lexicon is achieved by deriving the opaque patterns via USELISTED constraints that directly state the input-output mappings of the sandhis and a learning bias against these constraints in the form of lower s 2 s.
Opaque patterns, however, may be partially productive due to the listing of the abstract input-output mappings, and the productivity of patterns is correlated with the listedness of such mappings reflected as weights of the USELISTED constraints. The overlearning of the phonetic knowledge despite the lack of such information from lexical statistics is modeled by a substantive learning bias against phonetically unmotivated patterns, again in the form of lower s 2 s, à la Wilson (2006) . Transparent and exceptionless generalizations from the lexicon are properly learned in the grammar as high-weighted markedness constraints, such as *24-NONFINAL. The proper learning of lexical statistics happens naturally for the learner, as the Maxent model inherently encodes the frequency effects by letting more frequent patterns to have greater pulls on constraint weights.
General discussion
We have so far proposed a learning model for Taiwanese speakers' phonological knowledge of tone sandhi in reduplication. The model is generally successful in capturing the emergence of patterns that are underlearned (opaque sandhis), overlearned (durational motivation of the sandhis), and properly learned (ban of 24 in nonfinal position; lexical frequency effect of the sandhis) from the lexicon. However, the model also leaves a number of open questions. We make some exploratory remarks on these questions in this section, in the hopes that future research will provide fuller answers to them.
The listing of abstract input-output mappings and the nature of constraints in OT
In our learning model, the difference in productivity between real and wug words prompted our proposal that allomorphs must be listed with different levels of abstractness. Crucially, the abstract tonal allomorphs must be listed to account for the partial productivity of the sandhi patterns observed in AG words. The listing of abstract input-output mappings potentially poses a duplication problem for the theory of phonology: there are now two different mechanisms through which allomorphy can be derived-the listing of abstract input-output mappings and the MARKEDNESS » FAITHFULNESS ranking. For instance, Post-Nasal Voicing can now be derived by either a highly ranked USELISTED constraint that requires a voiceless consonant to use its voiced counterpart after a nasal or the *N[ T D $ I N L I N E ] » IDENT(voice) ranking.
Our proposal, however, is based on empirical data: without the listing of abstract input-output tonal mappings as violable constraints, we cannot account for the partial productivity of the opaque tone circle observed in AG words. General mechanisms that derive opaque patterns within OT such as the Sympathy Theory (McCarthy, 1999) , OT with candidate chains (McCarthy, 2007) , and the encoding of contrast preservation permitted by opaque patterns (Lubowicz, 2003) predict full productivity of these patterns in novel words, as no distinction is made between real and novel words with respect to candidate evaluations against the constraint system; but without either these mechanisms or abstract listing, opaque patterns are predicted to be categorically unproductive. Therefore, the duplication at least rests on the need for descriptive adequacy.
As we have mentioned, what we need is a strategy to keep the constraint weights on abstract allomorph listing low despite their exceptionlessness. Otherwise, the learner would readily promote the weights of these constraints, and we would incorrectly predict full productivity of the opaque sandhi patterns in AG words. This is achieved in the model by assigning greater penalties for these constraints in the form of smaller s 2 values if they deviate from the default ranking of 0.
The independent motivation for this bias, as stated in Section 4.4, is that the learner should be cautious about positing exceptions in the form of USELISTED constraints, especially if these constraints are powerful enough to take a large number of morphemes as exceptions. Transparent allomorphy, then, still derives from the MARKEDNESS » FAITHFULNESS ranking, and the role of the USELISTED constraints is invisible. But opaque allomorphy cannot be derived from any MARKEDNESS » FAITHFULNESS rankings, and the ranking (or weighting) of the abstract USELISTED constraints determines the productivity of the opaque pattern in novel words. It is likely that the productivity of opaque patterns varies crosslinguistically, which would mean that the ranking of these USELISTED constraints cannot be universally suppressed so low as to prevent partial or even complete productivity of the opaque patterns, but cannot be unrestrained as to predict complete productivity whenever the pattern is exceptionless in the lexicon. The intuition, however, is Optimality-Theoretic: crosslinguistic variation is predicted by differences in constraint ranking.
The coexistence of traditional markedness and faithfulness constraints with ad hoc USELISTED constraints that require the surface forms to use listed allomorphs coincides with Moreton's (2004) argument that the grammar is composed of an innate and ''conservative'' component of markedness and faithfulness constraints and a language-specific component with constraints that require particular lexical items to have particular surface representations in particular environments. These language-specific constraints are posited when the learner detects that the phonological pattern cannot be computed by the interaction of markedness and faithfulness. We share with Moreton (2004) the intuition that such constraints are necessary in the grammar in any case to deal with processes that target specific lexical items and morphological categories, that are suppletive, and that have lexical exceptions. Moreover, we may consider USELISTED as a universal template into which learners plug the specifics of their language, as suggested by one anonymous review. This further restricts the language specificity aspect of the grammatical model.
How phonology interacts with morphology and syntax
We must acknowledge that our analysis of the productivity patterns in Taiwanese reduplication rests on a number of assumptions on how phonology interacts with morphology and syntax. Although the reduplication dealt with here is clearly a morphological process, the general characterization of the sandhi positions in Taiwanese as ''non-XP-final'' is syntactically based. If we consider our treatment of the allomorph listing in reduplication to be extendable to other configurations where the same sandhis apply, then our approach is consistent with the ''precompiled phrasal phonology'' of Hayes (1990) , which considers syntactically-determined allomorphs as deriving from lexical rules that refer to subcategorization frames with syntactic information within the lexicon (see also Tsay and Myers, 1996) . A preliminary analysis of general disyllabic tone sandhi in Taiwanese is presented in Zhang et al. (2009b) . Our approach is also partly consistent with Paster (2006) and Bye (2007) in considering phonologically-conditioned suppletive allomorphy as deriving from the selection of allomorphs according to subcategorization frames, but deviates from them in not treating allomorph listing as a separate component from phonology (Paster, 2006) or as a declarative component within phonology with inviolable constraints that takes place after H-Eval (Bye, 2007) . Rather, we consider allomorph listing as constraints that fully interact with the rest of phonology à la Perlmutter (1998) , Tranel (1998) , Burzio (2002 ), MacBride (2004 , and Yip (2002 Yip ( , 2004 , as the listedness of the allomorphs is influenced by phonetics and lexical frequency, both of which must have a direct effect on phonology proper.
One issue that is worth noting is that in the model of tone sandhi in Taiwanese in general, given that the sandhi domain is syntactically defined, the only relevant USELISTED constraints will often be those that govern nonfinal allomorphs for existing syllables and nonfinal tonal allomorphs. In other words, many forms will be exactly like *AO in our experiment. Our model, then, faces the same problem of predicting too low a sandhi application rate as for the AO words in our experiment. The overall lower sandhi productivity for *AO words observed in the experiment may have been partly caused by the fact that many of *AO syllables (see Appendix A) are associated with a prominent nominal or verbal morpheme, and given that the subjects were instructed to form adjectival reduplications in the experiment, they might have been occasionally confused and simply repeated the syllable twice. Since our model aimed to match the experimental result, it consequently predicted lower sandhi application rates in *AO than the real grammar. We are grateful to an anonymous reviewer that prompted us to clarify this issue.
The source of variation and noise
A larger issue at play here is that we have chosen the grammar as the underlying cause for the variation and noise observed in the experimental results. This is an unconventional position, especially for generative phonologists that adhere to the competence/performance dualism. However, a large body of works in laboratory phonology have shown that factors traditionally considered to be in the realm of performance, such as word frequency and phonetic effects due to human physiology and perception, interact with grammatical factors in phonological systems and play important roles in phonological acquisition (see Pierrehumbert et al., 2000, for example) . This casts doubt on a sharp divide between competence and performance. In line with the position of these researchers, we consider the variation patterns that we observed among different sandhi processes and the different levels of sandhi productivity among different word types to be part of the speakers' linguistic knowledge, not the result of performance factors. The sandhi effect, as we have argued, is due to the combined influence of lexical frequency and phonetic duration, both of which have been shown by earlier works to be relevant to phonological patterning (Bybee, 2001; Pierrehumbert, 2006; Zuraw, 2000; Zhang, 2002; Zhang and Lai, 2010, etc.) . The word type effect is treated by different levels of USELISTED constraints inspired by Zuraw (2000) . One may wish to attribute the low sandhi productivity in wug words to performance factors due to the nature of the experiment, such as the foreignness of these words, which consequently caused the speakers to put them in a different lexical stratum. But this alternative provides no explanation for why certain sandhi processes, such as the phonotactically transparent 24 ! 33, are considerably more productive than other sandhi processes, even in wug words. If we look beyond the sandhi patterns in question, the argument is even clearer. Zhang and Lai (2008) showed that Taiwanese speakers can compute a transparent floating High docking pattern in double reduplication completely productively in wug words despite their low rates of correct tone sandhi application. In the classic Berko (1958) study, she showed that the regular plural allomorphy is entirely productive when adult English are wug-tested. To attribute the low productivity observed here to performance misses the correlation between transparency and productivity -a true phonological generalization -entirely.
We do not deny that there is indeed performance noise in our experimental results. We have discussed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 that the correct sandhi rates for both AO and *AO words are underrepresented in our results, and we have argued in Section 4.5 that the high rates of template matching in the experiments may have been caused by an artifact of the experimental procedure. The real grammar of Taiwanese speakers needs to correct these issues. We have chosen to include these performance noises in our model simply because we do not know how to quantitatively decouple them from the true grammatical variations in a reliable and unbiased fashion. This shortcoming of the model is duly noted.
Alternative analyses
We review previous Optimality-Theoretic analyses of Taiwanese tone sandhi in this section. But before doing so, let us further clarify the opaque nature of the Taiwanese sandhi pattern.
As discussed in footnote 2, we use ''opacity'' here in the Kiparskian sense (Kiparsky, 1973) . A phonological rule P of the form A ! B/C__D is opaque if there are surface structures with any of the following characteristics: (a) instances of A in the environment C__D, or (b) instances of B derived by P that occur in environments other than C__D. A sandhi process in the Taiwanese tone circle, e.g., 21 ! 51/__ X] XP , satisfies condition (a) (instances of 21 appear in __ X] XP as the sandhi tone of 33 in this environment) and is therefore opaque.
Some patterns of opacity are problematic for traditional OT (Goldsmith, 1993; Hermans and van Oostendorp, 1999; McCarthy, 1999 McCarthy, , 2007 McCarthy and Prince, 1993; Smolensky, 1993/2004; Roca, 1997; Moreton, 2004 , among many others). In particular, Moreton (2004) provided a proof that circular chain shift cannot be captured by a ''conservative'' OT grammar that uses only IO-faithfulness and markedness constraints. This makes the understanding of Taiwanese tone sandhi particularly important for theories of phonology.
There are three general approaches under which Taiwanese tone sandhi can be analyzed within the OT framework. The first approach is to do away the opacity of the pattern either representationally or through acoustic evidence, and then analyze the pattern as a transparent pattern. The second approach is to relax the ''conservativity'' property of OT and allow constraints other than IO-faithfulness and markedness to enter into the system. The third approach is to treat the sandhi patterns as listed allomorphic relations, like what we have done here, but to couch the analysis in stochastic OT (Boersma and Hayes, 2001 ) rather than Maximum Entropy. We discuss all three approaches in turn below.
Taiwanese tone sandhi as a transparent pattern
The most straightforward way to eliminate opacity in Taiwanese tone sandhi is to show that the derived sandhi tones are in fact acoustically not identical to their supposedly homophonous tones in XP-final position. For instance, the tone 51 as the result of the 21 ! 51 sandhi in nonfinal position may not be identical to the base tone 51 in XP-final position. This hypothesis, however, has not been borne out in a series of phonetic studies (Chang, 1988; Lin, 1988; Du, 1988; Tsay and Myers, 2001; Tsay et al., 1999; Myers and Tsay, 2008) . In the most recent of these studies, Myers and Tsay (2008) carefully controlled for the segmental environments and the number of syllables in the stimulus sentences, used a large number of older speakers, who tended to be more fluent in Taiwanese than younger speakers, and subjected their acoustic results to stringent statistical testing. They found a durational difference between base tones that appear in XP-final position and sandhi tones that appear in nonfinal positions as expected, but no difference in either f0 height or shape between the base and sandhi tones that are identical in transcription. Moreover, the speakers were not able to adjust the distinctiveness of the two tonal categories under comparison according to pragmatic conditions (absence vs. presence of a listener), further indicating complete neutralization (cf. Charles-Luce, 1997).
Another option is to treat the homophonous base and sandhi tones as simply having distinct phonological representations. In Yip's (1980) rule-based analysis, for example, the base tone 33 is represented as in (31a), while the sandhi tone 33 as derived from 55 and 24 is represented as (31b) and (31c), respectively. This opens the possibility that the sandhi processes in fact interact transparently and can therefore be captured in traditional OT.
Moreton (2004) argues against this approach on two grounds. First, it is difficult to motivate the different phonological representations without phonetic evidence. Second, even if the phonological representations can be motivated, it is still implausible that we can come up reasonable markedness constraints to derive the sandhis. For instance, we would have to argue that the representation for the base 33 is considerably more marked than that for the sandhi 33 derived from 55 due to 33 base ! 21 ! 51 ! 55 ! 33 sandhi -a position difficult to defend.
In short, both empirical and theoretical attempts to eliminate opacity from Taiwanese tone sandhi have failed to provide convincing evidence for the transparency of the pattern. We must therefore look within OT to search for workable alternatives.
Adopting additional mechanisms in OT
Assuming that Taiwanese tone sandhi is truly opaque, we must adopt additional mechanisms beyond traditional IOfaithfulness and markedness to derive the sandhi patterns within OT. Two prominent additions to OT have been considered in the literature: anti-faithfulness (Alderete, 2001 ) and contrast preservations (Lubowicz, 2003) . Horwood (2000) used the former, Barrie (2006) the latter, and Hsieh (2005) and Thomas (2008) a combination of the two.
The anti-faithfulness approach utilizes a highly ranked novel constraint that requires the sandhi tone to be different from the citation tone. Together with traditional IO-faithfulness constraints, this approach predicts that the tone sandhis will change the base tones minimally to satisfy the highly ranked anti-faithfulness constraint, and in the meantime incur minimum violations of the IO-faithfulness constraints. This prediction finds support if the tones 33, 21, 51, and 55 are represented as /L, h/, /L, hl/, /H, hl/, and /H, h/, respectively-each tone sandhi in the circle 33 ! 21 ! 51 ! 55 ! 33 can then be interpreted as a change in the register or the contour, but not both (Horwood, 2000) .
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The contrast preservation approach utilizes constraints that ban the merge of two base tones (Hsieh, 2005; Thomas, 2008) or the neutralization of certain tone features such as register and contour (Barrie, 2006) . The chain shift is triggered by a highly ranked markedness constraint *RISE, which bans 24 in nonfinal position; the rest of the tonal inventory then shuffles to avoid further neutralization. The exact way in which the chain is formed is determined by lower ranked markedness constraints such as *CONTOUR and *HIGH (Barrie, 2006) or faithfulness constraints such as IDENT(Pitch) and IDENT(Shape) (Thomas, 2008) .
There are two crucial problems to these generic approaches to the sandhi pattern. First, it provides no explanation for the low productivity of the sandhi processes in the wug-test. Hsieh (2005) and Barrie (2006) presented two alternative interpretations for the low sandhi application rates in Hsieh's (1970 Hsieh's ( , 1975 Hsieh's ( , 1976 ) and Wang's (1993) wug tests: (a) the subjects were unwilling to apply the sandhi to a wug word if it results in a real word, and (b) the subjects might have trouble pronouncing phonotactic gaps in the Taiwanese syllabary. But in the current study, none of the reduplicated words in either *AO or AG is a real word, and the AG words are accidental, not principled gaps in the Taiwanese syllabary by having both a legal segmental composition and a legal tone. Accidental gaps are often used in nonce-probe tests to show the productivity of alternation patterns with great success; e.g., wug, wug [z] . These interpretations for the low productivity results, therefore, do not hold water. Moreover, these interpretations provide no explanation for the differences in productivity among different sandhis in wug words-a point already made in Section 5.3.
Second, as Chen (2000) pointed out, many Southern Min dialects of Chinese have essentially the same tone circle pattern as Taiwanese, but different tonal values at each point in the chain shift; e.g., Longxi, as in (32). The pattern similarity among these dialects originated from the proto-language that had the same tone circle pattern in the historical tonal categories. Given that the analyses based on anti-faithfulness and contrast preservation for Taiwanese crucially depend on the tonal values of Taiwanese, they are not easily generalizable to these other dialects, which means that the tonal grammar of these other dialects will be drastically different from Taiwanese despite the similarity of their overall patterns and their close genetic affinity. This seems counterintuitive.
(32)
Longxi tone sandhi (Chen, 2000) :
Therefore, as we have commented in Section 5.1, the best solution for the opaque Taiwanese tone circle, and possibly phonological opacity in general, is likely not a generic solution that requires additional machineries to be introduced into OT, such as the Sympathy Theory (McCarthy, 1999) , OT with candidate chains (McCarthy, 2007) , and the encoding of contrast preservation (Lubowicz, 2003) , which predict full productivity of these patterns. A fruitful first step is to show that these patterns are indeed psychologically real-a point made in Hsieh (1970 Hsieh ( , 1975 Hsieh ( , 1976 for rule-based phonology that resonates just as soundly today.
USELISTED in stochastic OT
In a similar experiment on the productivity of tonal patterns in Taiwanese double reduplication, Zhang and Lai (2008) showed similar results on the semi-productivity of tone sandhi, which occurs on the second syllable of the trisyllabic 10 We thank an anonymous reviewer for bringing this work to our attention.
sequence; moreover, they also showed that a transparent pattern of floating High docking onto the first syllable is entirely productive in novel words. These results further support our treatment of opaque sandhi patterns as listed allomorphic mappings. Zhang and Lai (2008) used similar USELISTED constraints in their analysis, but couched the analysis in stochastic OT (Boersma and Hayes, 2001 ) rather than Maxent. The crucial improvement of our analysis over Zhang and Lai (2008) is that we provided a model of learning that learns the grammar based on simulated inputs, while Zhang and Lai (2008) used the observed outputs in the experiment as the input to the Gradual Learning Algorithm and only used the algorithm as a constraint ranking tool to find a grammar that approximates those observed outputs. In fact, desired learning results are unobtainable in the stochastic OT model of Zhang and Lai (2008) , which has no way of suppressing the promotion of all USELISTED constraints, including those for the syllable and tonal allomorphs; consequently, if the inputs to the algorithm only consist of forms that satisfy all USELISTED constraints, as real world inputs are, then all USELISTED constraints will be promoted to the top of the constraint hierarchy, predicting full productivity of the sandhi pattern. This problem is acknowledged in Zhang and Lai (2008) (p. 213-214) . Our solution here is to bias against the increase of weights of the more abstract USELISTED constraints by smaller s 2 values in the Maxent model. We hasten to add that this is a principled move that discourages speakers to posit exceptions in the form of USELISTED constraints, especially those that cover a large number of morphemes; it hence makes the typological prediction that patterns based on USELISTED constraints can be at most as productive as those based on MARKEDNESS » FAITHFULNESS rankings, but not more. It is conceivable that this can be done in stochastic OT as well, but no formal implementation has been proposed so far.
Conclusion
We have argued in this paper that Taiwanese speakers' phonological knowledge on the tone sandhi pattern in reduplication is the combined result of lexical statistics and a priori knowledge that they bring to the task of learning, which causes the speakers to know both more and less than the lexical patterns. The argument is based on the different levels of productivity observed for different word types and different tones in a wug-test. The opaque tone circle is only variably productive in novel words, indicating that the speakers have underlearned this exceptionless pattern in the lexicon. The productivity of the opaque sandhis, however, also shows signs of both overlearning and proper learning from the lexicon: speakers prefer shorter tones as sandhi tones on nonfinal syllables, which could not have been deduced from the lexicon, and the lexical frequencies of tones and tonal melodies also have an effect on productivity. Finally, the transparent phonotactic generalization *24-NONFINAL is productively observed, even in novel words.
We modeled the Taiwanese speakers' learning of the sandhi patterns in reduplication using a Maximum Entropy grammar. We argued that the model needs to encode two crucial properties in order to achieve a grammar that closely predicts the speakers' wug-test behavior. First, the model must include lexical listing constraints that list the input-output mappings of tone sandhis. This echoes the dual listing/generation theory of Zuraw (2000) . The opaque mappings are essentially treated as patterned exceptions and listed in the lexicon with various degrees of abstractness. The regular lexical behavior is due to the combined effect of USELISTED constraints that govern existing words as well as more abstract USELISTED constraints, while the more variable behavior in wug words is due to the lack of effect of USELISTED constraints for existing words. This property of the model addresses the underlearning problem and helps the model predict partial productivity of the sandhi patterns despite the fact that the patterns are fully productive in the learner's input. Second, the model needs to have a substantive learning bias à la Wilson (2006) . The learning bias mitigates against a USELISTED constraint by suppressing its weight if it has either one of the following two properties: (a) it covers an input-output mapping beyond a lexical item, and (b) it governs a durationally disadvantaged sandhi. The former also contributes crucially to the modeling of the underlearning behavior, while the latter captures the overlearning of the phonetic knowledge despite the lack of such information in lexical statistics. The proper learning of transparent and exceptionless generalizations happens naturally in the model as there is no bias against the weight promotion of such constraints. The proper learning of lexical statistics also happens naturally for the learner, as the Maxent model inherently encodes the frequency effects by letting more frequent patterns to have greater pulls on constraint weights.
In sum, we hope that we have demonstrated through this study that (a) we can arrive at a more precise estimate of the speakers' phonological knowledge via experimental means than simply studying the patterns in the language itself, and (b) a theory that incorporates the gradience of phonetics and lexical statistics is a step in the right direction in modeling speakers' phonological knowledge.
